
Who we are, what we do
The Jewish Volunteering Network is the one stop shop for volunteering in the community, connecting individuals wishing to volunteer with organisations in
need of volunteers. We work with over 220 charities in the UK, with opportunities ranging from office support and fundraising to trusteeship and hospital clowning. 
However much (or little) time you can give; JVN can find the right opportunity for you. Visit www.jvn.org.uk to find out more or call us on 020 7443 5100.

Chief Rabbi Jonathan
Sacks once said that Jews 
do not have rights, but 
do have responsibilities: 

responsibilities about what we can do for ourselves 
and  what we can do for others. Big Society in a 
nutshell. 

To date, the Jewish community has always provided 
an infrastructure to meet our community’s needs; 
caring for the young, the elderly, the hungry, the sick 
and the abused. It also includes communal bodies 
and a host of interfaith and social justice charities, 
sharing our experience as a faith-based minority and 
helping shape UK society as a whole.
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A comment from Leonie and Susan
Passover, the most celebrated of all Jewish Festivals 
is, at first glance, centred on the home and not the 
community’s organisations.  It’s the only festival with 
a service, the Seder meal, which takes place at 
home.  It begins with the words, “This is the bread of 
affliction that our fathers ate in Egypt. Let all those 
who are downtrodden come and eat. All those in 
need come and partake of the Pesach meal.”

But if no one is there to actually hear this invitation, 
why make it at all? 

A Rabbinical commentator, the Malbim, explained 
that this invitation was once declared in the 
marketplace before the Seder, but that it’s included 

now as a reminder that preparations for the 
holiday must include concern for the less fortunate.  
This invitation is not a theoretical one!  It underlines a 
universal message. Every individual must remember 
that, we too, were once slaves and must reframe 
our mindset and actions to challenge injustice 
where we find it - whether by inviting those in need
for the Seder, by volunteering or just in our actions 
day to day. Truly, a Big Society message for Passover 
and for the whole year.                    

Chag Sameach

Susan Winton,                Leonie Lewis, 
Chair of JVN Trustees            Director, JVN
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There has been much written about the Big Society, 
but I would no way be surprised if many of you 
reading this are unclear about what it entails.

Big Society is about helping people come together 
to improve their own lives and helping to tackle 
some of the entrenched social challenges we 
face. It’s about putting more power into people’s 
hands – a massive transfer of power from Whitehall 
back into local communities. A transfer which 
needs to be accompanied by a massive change in 
attitudes from: “Whitehall knows best” to “Everyone 
can know best”. Big Society means striking a 
more balanced partnership between government, 
business and civil society (including charities, voluntary
organisations and social enterprises) and also 
individuals in our communities who want to get 
more involved in society as a whole.  

This will be a big culture change and it will not 
happen overnight. The change in attitude has 
to start at the top and requires strong leadership 
from Government, though not top-down diktats.  

The role the Government has in Big Society has 
three core strands:

The first is the transfer of real power to 
communities.

Through information such as crime maps or detailed 
breakdowns of local authority spending, people can 
be empowered and have new rights granted by the 
Localism Bill to challenge and take control at a local 
level, for example, in the planning process. Government 
is now saying “How can we help?”, rather than saying, 
“You can’t do that.” This approach extends to the 

What is the Big Society?  
Vetting and Barring regime, including the CRB 
checks that have formed barriers to volunteering in
the past. 

The second strand of Government action is 
fundamental public service reform. 

Our upcoming White Paper published later this year 
will set out our plans in more detail, but in essence 
we want to enable charities, social enterprises, 
private companies and employee-owned co-ops 
to compete to offer people high quality services.  
In the Jewish community, organisations such as 
Norwood and Jewish Care have been hugely 
successful in doing this in the past, and we want 
to see much more of this.

The third strand is about encouraging more 
social action in our communities.

This means Government encouraging organisations 
and individuals to get involved in their communities.  
It might be giving time – of which traditional 
volunteering is a huge part – or giving money.  But 
it’s about seeing more social action overall; whether 
neighbourly activities like hosting a street party or 
visiting the elderly in care homes, to large collective 
actions such as saving the local post office.  

We are not inventing anything new: it’s about 
building on the fantastic work done by organisations 
such as JVN, its partners and its volunteers who 
already know the value of giving time and/or
money to help others. But we are setting up 
schemes like the National Citizen Service pilots 
to bring 16 year olds from different backgrounds

Nick Hurd, MP 
for Ruislip, 
Northwood 
& Pinner and 
Minister for 
Civil Society

together to take part in activities such as outdoor 
challenges and local community projects and the 
Community Organisers programme which will 
support 5,000 people who want to make a difference 
to their local community.  

We will be looking at a whole raft of other measures 
to encourage volunteering and giving, whether 
it’s encouraging business to play a bigger part by 
giving money and support to local organisations, 
or in the Civil Service itself, where we are making 
community service participation part of staff 
appraisals.  

But the Big Society is not a Government programme, 
however important our lead is. Government is 
here to set the scene for grass-roots action from 
individuals, organisations and communities who 
see and seize a chance to do things in a better way. 
The Jewish Community has always seized the 
opportunity to organise, to take action, to give in 
abundance, which is typified by its diverse and 
effective communal and charitable organisations 
such as JVN. Big Society means we hope to see 
more of this from everyone.
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Meet JVN’s new 
team member

Welcome Joanne! 

In January, Joanne Bell joined us as the 
new Operations Manager of JVN, replacing 
Nicola Noah who, JVN is both sad and 
delighted to say, has left JVN to become
a full-time mother. We all wish her and 
her family well.

Joanne has a background in marketing 
consultancy, communications and not-
for-profit work, and will be working on 
building relationships with organisations 
and volunteers, enhancing the profile 
and practice of Jewish volunteering and 
ensuring the smooth day to day running 
of JVN. 

Joanne says, “I’m looking forward to growing 
JVN and helping to get the whole of the 
community volunteering, regardless of age, 
gender or religious affiliation.”

Internships – an insider’s view
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Mike Segall, 
Founder of JNET 
radio, introduces
the JVN Show...!
I’m really delighted to bring readers the news 
that JVN is sponsoring Melissa Harris’ Charity/
Volunteering Show on JNET Radio www.jnetradio.com, 
which broadcasts every Sunday evening between 
6 and 8 pm. 

JNET Radio is an internet radio station providing a 
window on the world at large, covering everything 
from music and talk, arts and entertainment, 
community and religious issues, politics and 
business, to women’s programmes, cinema, theatre 
and sport.

We believe that the future of radio broadcasting 
is the internet, at home, in the office, on your 
mobile and in your car. And we’re already reaching 
66 countries, with a growing audience worldwide.

The partnership between JNET Radio and JVN 
is about offering charities and their leaders and 
volunteers the opportunity to get their message 
out to a wider audience by talking about the work 
that they do and the benefits for both volunteers 
and recipients. In the light of current economic 
and social trends – with both time and money 
so tight - it’s really vital that charities have a true 
voice in the Big Society. By linking their appearance 
recording on JNET Radio to their Facebook pages, 
blogs or websites, the JVN radio show is giving 
charities a great opportunity to publicise their work.

So get online and tune in this Sunday or any 
day to hear more!  www.jnetradio.com

Jewish Volunteering (Social) Network
There’s no denying that three verbs have been 
firmly introduced into everyday English lexicon: 
‘facebooked,’ ‘blogged’ and ‘tweeted’ - and 
JVN couldn’t be happier! 

With an astounding 29 million Brits active on 
Facebook, JVN has boosted its presence on 
the world’s leading social networking site. Our 
fanpage now boasts a stylish new look, and 
enjoys a stream of news updates and the latest 
volunteering opportunities. There’s also loads of 
new features that encourage our fans to share 
the JVN’s cause across their own personal social 
networks – you may even be reading this very 
newsletter on Facebook! 

However, JVN wants to hand over the Facebook 
fanpage to our network and the broader 
community – we actively want volunteers to post 
reports and images from their own volunteering 
experiences. Volunteers can show off their 
organisations’ work to the page’s legions of 
fans, and encourage others to follow in their 
footsteps. Win. Win. Win.

The new JVN blog is flourishing with fresh 
content. We’ve been busy publishing exclusive 
interviews with inspiring individuals, providing
insights on the latest third-sector news, profiling
organisations, and much more! Thank you to 
everyone who’s taken advantage of the feedback 
tool and joined the discussions; we want to hear 
what you have to say! 

Twitter? With 10 million UK-based accounts, JVN 
is actively reaching out to relevant organisations 
and individuals in the ‘Twitterverse’... and having 

some fun along the way. Follow JVN for the latest 
opportunities, comments, relevant links, and 
general chat!    

But we’re still not satisfied. We’re excited to be 
pushing further ahead by planning creative 
social media initiatives that will further spread JVN’s 
good vibes! JVN is also helping other charities 
get Volunteering 2.0, with training events such as 
our 6th Volunteer Coordinator Forum in March 
hosting Jamie Ward-Smith of the Red Foundation 
who introduced people to the joys and thrills of 
walls, fans, tweets and more.

Social media is not a flash in the pan trend; it’s a 
force that is here to stay. By employing a proactive 
approach, as part of a broader communications 
and fundraising strategy, non-profits like JVN and 
others stand to gain. How? Well, we may very well 
have to post a blog about it! Stay tuned...

• www.facebook.com/jewishvolunteeringnetwork
• http://jewishvolunteeringnetwork.wordpress.com
• www.twitter.com/JVN_org_uk

Article written by Jono Milner, JVN’s Social Media strategist. 
He may be available to assist your organisation and can be 
reached at jonomilner@gmail.com 

JVN has recently set up an exciting new initiative 
along with TrainE-TraidE and UJIA Adam Science 
Leadership Foundation to establish a networking 
scheme to support interns in the Jewish Community. 
The programme, called J-Interns, seeks to give 
young Jewish people opportunities for personal 
development. Here, Myriam Ellison, Intern at JVN, 
describes her experiences at two of the events:

Internship training day
December 8th 2010 saw me participating in a training 
day held at the JHub along with 15 other interns from 
organisations as diverse as Tzedek, UK Task Force, 
Mitzvah Day, UJIA and the Langdon Foundation.
The aim of the seminar was to prepare interns 
currently at Jewish charities to apply to full-time 
positions after their current placement is over. The 
morning started with an introduction about the 
UJIA Adam Science Leadership Programme by Matti 
Fruhman and was followed by Dalia Davis from 
TrainE-TraidE who spoke about interview techniques 
and CV writing. Dalia encouraged interns to rewrite 
their personal statements and tailor applications 
according to specific job offers. Amy Philip, Deputy 
Director of the Pears Foundation, spoke from the 
perspective of an employer, having worked in HR for 
over 10 years. 

This event has really helped me to be proactive and 
keep on networking. I would strongly recommend 
recent graduates to intern in a charity – you learn many 
things while helping the community.  

Parliament Session 
On 18th February 2011 our group of interns from 
Jewish organisations met at Parliament to visit the 
House of Lords and the House of Commons. Lord 
Greville Janner of Braunstone guided us through the 
corridors and buildings. Lord Janner is a real character 
with a great sense of humour and had so much energy 
we were struggling to keep up with him! The whole 
group really appreciated the time Lord Janner took 
out of his schedule to show us around. 

The second part of the day was a workshop run by
Michael Livingston of the Home Office and Danny 
Stone from All-Party Parliamentary Group Against 
Anti-Semitism. Michael talked us through the role of 
Parliament and Danny explained his work in influencing 
parliamentarians on issues relating to anti-Semitism. 
The day ended with an enjoyable role play exercise 
about life in Parliament, with us getting into characters 
– including journalists, civic servants and politicians – 
to act out a networking event. It was a great glimpse 
into the machinations of politics in the UK.
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Networking at JVN’s Regional 
Forum in Leeds 
JVN’s second Regional Forum took place in Leeds 
on March 2nd 2011. The event was attended by 24 
participants from 17 organisations as varied as Leeds Jewish 
Representative Council, Leeds Jewish Welfare Board, Langdon 
College, Makor and the Federation of Jewish Services just 
to name a few.  Guest speakers included Lia Bogod, former 
Volunteer Coordinator with World Jewish Relief and JVN’s 
Director, Leonie Lewis.

The theme of the day was recognising the importance 
of volunteers in keeping a community together, particularly 
in the regions where the community is ageing and spread 
across a wider area. The day kicked off with a short welcome 
by Esmond Rosen, JVN’s Regional Development Manager, 
who introduced Rebecca Weinberg, Chief Executive of Leeds 
Jewish Welfare Board talking about the board’s challenges
and concerns. 

In the afternoon, Leonie talked about the importance of 
localism within the Big Society, followed by Forum 
participants separating into groups to discuss the needs 
of local volunteers; share the best ways to manage, train and 
communicate with volunteers, and to determine how JVN 
can act as a facilitator between the communities spread 
across the North of the country. 

Innovative ideas were the name of the day, with plans 
for an autumn volunteering fair, setting up regional 
volunteering networks and award ceremonies among 
the topics of discussion. Keep your eyes peeled for further 

developments!

To find out more about 
JVN in the Regions 
contact Esmond on 
020 7443 5102 or email 
esmond@jvn.org.uk

  

JVN and the Coexistence
Trust get Muslim and Jewish
students volunteering
In December 2010, JVN was approached by 
the Coexistence Trust FaithHub project, part 
of the student-based interfaith organisation 
that seeks to builds networks of trust and 
understanding between Muslim and Jewish 
students in the UK, to help them with their 
new University Campus Tour.

The Tour is about bringing Muslim and Jewish 
students together and getting them involved 
in interfaith volunteering. JVN were keen to 
get involved and help find the Trust a range of 
exciting volunteer opportunities.

The Tour visited University College London, 
City University, University of East London and 
the London School of Economics in early March 
2011, bringing a unique ‘crystal dome’ to each 
campus. The multicoloured dome played host 
to a series of games involving the structure, to 
show the value of working together. The goal 
was to advertise the community volunteering, 
promote mutual understanding and get 
students to sign up.

Following the Tour events, a variety of 
student interfaith volunteering activities are 
now taking place – from helping out at an 
Islamic supplementary school in Manor Park, 
East London to signing and delivering a 
giant novelty card to a North London Jewish 
residential care home.

There are also various environmental projects 
underway, such as garden conservation, cleaning 
up derelict areas and tree planting.

Shahnaz Ahsan, Student Engagement Project 
Manager at the Coexistence Trust, thanked
JVN for its “invaluable help organising the 
volunteering” and said the Trust “hoped to 
spread the Tour nationwide as soon as possible”. 

And JVN look forward to helping them do it!

To find out how JVN can help your organisation, 
school or business find volunteering opportunities 
for a specific project, don’t hesitate to call us 
on 020 7443 5100 or email joanne@jvn.org.uk 

If you’re interested in the Coexistence 
Trust’s work or want to get involved, visit 
www.coexistencetrust.org

The crystal dome in action
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There are potential clouds on the horizon for Jewish 
charities due to the Equality Act 2010 that has 
(mostly) been in force since 1st October 2010, 
which could have slightly unintended - and major - 
effects on how Jewish and other faith charities 
operate. The Act is long and complex, consolidating 
and expanding upon 40 years of discrimination law, 
but aims to bring it all under one umbrella. It applies 
in three main areas (provision of services; disposing 
of or managing premises; and employment) about 
which it prohibits discrimination relating to nine 
protected characteristics: age, disability, gender 
reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, 
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex 
and sexual orientation. All of which, at first glance, is 
fair and reasonable.

However, as a result, a charity which offers services 
restricted on the basis of religion (a protected 
characteristic), which includes many or most Jewish 
charities, should now look at the Act to check 
whether that restriction is now lawful!  

Of course, not all restrictions are discriminatory 
under the Act and there are numerous exceptions.  
Charities, in particular, benefit from a general 
exception allowing the provision of benefits to be 

The Equality Act 2010 
– potential impact still unclear on Jewish Charities 

restricted to persons with a protected characteristic, 
like religion or gender, if this is acting in line with 
its charitable instrument (this is the document 
agreed by the Charity Commission that sets out 
the charity’s purposes or ‘objects’, and generally 
how the charity will operate), and if the provision 
of benefits is either 1) a proportionate way of 
achieving a legitimate aim or 2) done to prevent 
or compensate for a disadvantage linked to the 
protected characteristic. However, this does raise 
some very serious questions indeed.  

In practice, it is not clear how the charities 
exception might be applied - for example, what 
exactly is a “legitimate aim”? what is “proportionate”?  
For example, where a charity’s object is to offer 
housing services to impoverished women over 
60 of the Jewish faith - is the aim to offer housing 
services, or to offer them within certain groups (“the 
impoverished”, “impoverished women”, “impoverished 
women of the Jewish faith”, “impoverished women 
of the Jewish faith over a certain age” and etc)? 
There may well be conflicts between these restricted 
characteristics.

Also, legally the status of volunteers and how they 
help charities remains unclear. Is the help given 

Nicola Evans,
Senior Associate
(PSL) – Charities, 
Bircham Dyson 
Bell. 

by volunteers actually a “service” offered by charities 
falling under the remit of the Act? If so, restricting 
volunteers to come from one faith group may not, 
in fact, be legal!

Realising the wide-reaching implications of the 
Equality Act, the Charity Commission has produced 
initial summary guidance on the application of 
the charity exception; more in-depth guidance is 
expected in the next couple of months.  

But for now, all charities – and Jewish charities 
in particular - would be well-advised to review 
their objects and how they are operating. If they 
think they may fall within the Act – impacting on 
the nine protected characteristics - they should
carefully consider the applicable exceptions. In 
some (hopefully rare!) cases, it may be necessary 
to consider reviewing the charity’s objects or adapting 
the charity’s activities.



Regional Volunteering 
Opportunities
Would you like to run a café for people with dementia in Leeds? 

Leeds Jewish Welfare Board (LJWB) is currently looking for dementia 
café volunteers. A number of the cafés have been established throughout 
Leeds in partnership with the Leeds branch of the Alzheimer’s Society, 
to help reduce social isolation of people with dementia and their carers by 
providing a relaxing, friendly environment in a low-key social setting. The 
contribution of the volunteers is vital in achieving this objective. We would 
like 6 volunteers to assist with the running of the café in the conservatory at 
the MAZCC, which will be held once a month from May (date and time to 
be confirmed). Volunteers will meet, greet and mingle. Full training by the 
Leeds Alzheimer’s Society will be given.

Do you have a UK licence and a car? Here is the occasion for you to 
use your car for a good deed. 

Birmingham Jewish Community Centre (BJCC) is looking for drivers 
and escorts for residents and to deliver meals on wheels. The main tasks 
include: transporting residents to outings and events, delivering meals on 
wheels and taking residents to appointments. For this position, you need 
a valid UK driving licence. 

For regional opportunities, please contact Esmond 
Rosen on esmond@jvn.org.uk or call 020 7443 5102 
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Donating to JVN – jumping out 
of plane not (always) necessary!
Three friends of JVN - Barry White, Joey Kolirin and 
Jason Miller – recently showed their support for our work by 
jumping out of a plane at 12,000 feet – thankfully each firmly 
attached to a parachute and a fully qualified instructor.

The Terrific Trio – all from North London - completed their sponsored 
tandem skydives in early April over the beautiful Norfolk countryside, 
free falling at speeds of around 120mph to raise funds for JVN.

Barry – the ringleader of the Trio – led the way contacting UK Skydiving 
Adventures, with the specific request to jump for JVN and we are 
honoured and extremely grateful for their support . 

For those who prefer their feet more firmly on the ground, JVN will also be 
participating in the 5th Maccabi Community Fun Run on Sunday 29th 
May 2011 and are looking for runners to participate and raise money for 
the charity in the process.

Runners can choose a 1km, 5km or 10km route and 
everyone from young to old is welcome to take part. 
Fancy dress optional. So what are you waiting for? 
Register on the website www.communityfunrun.
org/therun.php and choose  “no charity” and let 
us know if you are running for us so we can provide 
you with support. 

JVN is also partnering for the first time this year with 
Maccabi GB to help find volunteers to help make the event run smoothly 
on the day.  Look out for the special section on the JVN website to find out 
more about the roles available and register your interest in volunteering!

The money raised by the skydive, the Maccabi Fun Run and other 
donations go towards helping us better match more volunteers and more 
exciting volunteering opportunities across the UK.  

If you would also like to skydive for JVN, log on to www.ukskydiving
adventures.com/charity_jump.html and choose JVN amongst the 
charities on the list.  

If jumping out of a plane or running is not quite for you, but you would 
like to help our work, please go to www.justgiving.com/jvn or create 
your own fundraising account within JVN’s page. 

Every donation you make – however small – helps us 
do something great today, and every day.
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Volunteering 
Opportunities
Last minute Pesach opportunity!!!  Sell your chametz to Gift. 
Bring your sealed chametz: drinks, pasta, cereals, flour, crackers, cakes, biscuits... and 
help make a difference to families in the UK and abroad.  Volunteers are needed 
to sort and pack food on Sunday 17th April from 10am to 2pm at the 
Gift Warehouse, NW11. Gift will store your chametz, sell it through 
Dayan Abraham and then distribute it after Pesach. 

Would you like to run activities for young people and meet like minded people? 
Young WIZO is looking for volunteers to get involved and develop the Young 
WIZO committee. Young WIZO has approximately 1500 members, based in the 
London area aged between 25-35.  Past events have included 
Friday night dinners, parties and specialist networking activities.  
You can also help raise funds for a worthy cause.

Why don’t you raise money for poverty stricken children in Israel?
The One to One Charity is looking for a volunteer Fundraiser to acquire 
much needed funds for the children’s projects we are funding in Israel. The 
children are from the most poverty stricken families and often the only hot 
meal they receive is when they attend one of our centres.  
One to One works with local authorities and teachers and 
is constantly being told of the great need for this support.

Do you have between two and five hours a week to spare, live in North-West 
London and are wondering how to use them in a fulfilling way? 
Raphael - The Jewish Counselling Service is looking for an enthusiastic 
volunteer to assist our Administrator with the running of this key charity.  
You must have your own computer and be computer literate. If you 
believe you can contribute to a vibrant organisation actively providing 
essential counselling services within the Jewish community, please let us 
know - we would love to hear from you. 

Do you have a passion for books and an interest in computers?
The London School of Jewish Studies (LSJS), based in Hendon, are currently 
undertaking stage one of a regeneration of its historic library: the computerisation 
of its catalogue. The work involves entering book details into our new computer 
program and barcoding all of our collection of books. There are no 
fixed hours of work and it can be done during the day or evening, 
but not at weekends. You need to be computer literate. 

Would you like to use your creative and communication skills to run projects 
relating to the London 2012 Olympics? 
Jewish Care is looking for a very special volunteer to facilitate and support 
Olympic-inspired activities across their residences and day centres, from 
the gathering of ideas to creating events. You can create and run your own 
project, but one idea is to interview residents on their life experience and 
views of the Olympics and create an exhibition for all the 
residents to enjoy. Home-based volunteering but will 
need to visit Jewish Care centre in Golders Green. 

Do you have good telephone manner and are computer literate?
Monday morning ‘Mover and Shaker’ wanted at All Aboard’s Edgware Head
Office to take telephone calls from people who have goods for us and
wish to arrange collection. The phone rings continuously on Monday
mornings and your calm, efficient, professional manner in 
dealing with the calls will ensure that we continue to turn 
goods into money at the shops for UK Jewish Charities. 

Are you a whizz with words and social network savvy? Would you love 
to learn how to create promotional material like leaflets and brochures? 
JVN requires an enthusiastic and dedicated intern to support our marketing 
campaign – helping create new initiatives, particularly social 
networking, and raising awareness of our work within the UK Jewish 
community and gaining valuable in-depth transferable skills.

How to apply? Log on to www.jvn.org.uk to find out 
about these and other exciting volunteering positions. 




